
TRANSLATION FROM KHANGATHYAGON 

The woman was afraid. She said to me: “There’s a lynx in my house.” 

“Why would it be in there?” I asked. 

“I think it’s hungry. I opened the cellar. Eat Thomas!*” 

“Is Thomas in the cellar?” 

“No, Thomas is in a great barrel.” 

Thomas is in the thing, alone with the fish. 

“You know, eating fish is good for the cats” 

 

*I have no idea what was meant there so I improvised 

 

SMOOTH ENGLISH 

The woman was afraid. She said to me: “There’s a lynx in my house.” 

I asked “Why would the lynx be in there?” 

“I think it’s hungry. I opened the cellar. Thomas was eating it.” 

“Is Thomas in the cellar?” 

“No, Thomas is in a big barrel” 

Thomas is in the thing alone with the fish. 

You know eating fish is good for the cats. 

 

TEXT I SENT JUSTIN BIGGI BUT GLOSSED 

biuhuhuulkö 

biu-hu~hu-u-lkö 

3f-WIT~be.afraid-PST-REFL 

The woman was afraid. 

 

biulhilhimian kuelon “kala nöjiu nöo biujöe.” 



biu-lhi~lhimi-a-n kue-lon | kala nö-jiu nö-o biu-jöe 

3f-WIT~say-PST-3n 1-to | lynx 3n-existential-PRES 3n-under 3f-house 

She said to me “There is a lynx in my house” 

 

kuehooziin “kala nölau nöo biujöe nöe uzti?” 

kue-o~ozi-i-n | kala nö-la-u nö-o biu-jöe nö-e uzti 

1-WIT~ask-PST-3n | lynx 3n-COP-SIM 3n-under 3f-house 3n-BEN what 

I asked her “Why would the lynx be in there?” 

 

“biusomiun nökazilu. biuhakuihin ruu. Tomas nenlhömyihin.” 

biu-somi-u-n nö-kazi-l-u ‖ biu-aku-ii-n ru-u ‖ Tomas nen-lhömy-ii-n 

3f-believe-SIM-3n 3n-be.hungry-INF-ACC ‖ 3f-open-ANT-3n cellar-ACC ‖ Thomas 3m-eat-ANT-3n 

“I think it’s hungry. I opened the cellar. Thomas was eating it” 

 

“Tomas nenlau nöo ruö?” 

Tomas nen-la-u nö-o ruö 

Tomas 3m-COP-SIM 3m-under cellar 

“Is Thomas in the cellar?” 

 

“keö, Tomas nenlau nöu nohza geb.” 

Keö | Tomas nen-lau nö-u nohza geb 

No | Tomas 3m-COP-SIM 3m-behind barrel big 

“No, Thomas is in a big barrel” 

 

Tomas nenlalaa nöu gizti nöy sugu tree.  

Tomas nen-la~la-a nö-u gizti nö-y sugu tree 

Thomas 3m-WIT~COP-PRES 3m-behind that 3n-with fish alone 



Thomas is in that thing alone with the fish. 

 

bolkyzuan nölalu nöe bei ka nölhömyli sugi. 

bol-kyzu-a-n nö-la-l-u nö-e bei ka nö-lhömy-l-i sug-i 

2-know-PRES-3n 3n-COP-INF-ACC 3n-BEN cat good 3n-eat-INF-GEN fish-GEN 

You know eating fish is good for the cats. 

 

GRAMMATICAL EXPLANATION 

Proto-Kame is an agglutinative language. It is SVO, adjectives follow the noun. More than two 

vowels in a row is not allowed, so whenever three or more vowels would occur in sequence due 

to morphological reasons, they are separated by an epenthetic h between the second and the 

third vowels. Proto-Kame is extremely pro-drop, subject and object marking in verbs being 

sufficient in most cases, there aren’t any actual free pronouns in this text. 

 

VERBS 

In this text, only evidentiality and tense inflection show up. Proto-Kame displays polypersonal 

agreement, agreeing with the subject and object. 

Reported speech (marked here by the “ ”) doesn’t distinguish evidentiality, and uses a different 

set of tense affixes. Reported speech does not transcribe what was spoken, but rather 

paraphrases it using the reporter’s POV. Tense inside the reported speech is relative to the time 

of the original speech, not to the time of the reporting. 

Verbs of feeling (i.e. be afraid, be hungry, etc) are intransitive but always take a reflexive object 

suffix, unless when infinitive. 

Witness evidentiality is marked by reduplicating the first syllable of the verb root. Sometimes this 

first syllable is just a single vowel. 

Subject Prefix − Evidentiality ~ ROOT − Tense − Object Suffix 

 

Subject Prefixes that show up: 

biu – third person female 

kue – first person 



nen – third person male 

nö – third person neuter 

 

Tense suffixes: 

a – present 

i – past 

ii – past (reported speech) 

u – present (reported speech) 

 

Object Suffixes: 

-lkö – reflexive 

-n – third person neuter 

 

ADPOSITIONS 

Adpositions agree with their dependents, using the same subject prefixes found in verbs for doing 

so. An adposition with just a pronominal prefix and no dependent noun is perfectly acceptable. 

 

COMPLEMENT CLAUSES 

Complement clauses use a verb in the infinitive. Infinitive verbs are syntactically nouns and thus 

can’t take subjects and objects, therefore these relations are expressed by possession, so: 

He kissed her -> i saw his kissing of her 

 

NOUNS 

Nouns inflect only for case. There is no number distinction whatsoever. Nouns are nominative 

after propositions. All Noun roots end in a vowel, this vowel is deleted when case suffixes are 

applied. 

 

Case affixes: 



-u – Accusative 

-i – Genitive 

 

POSSESSION 

The possessor follows the possessed. Possession in Proto-Kame is double marked, the possessed 

takes a subject prefix (same as the verbal ones) that agrees with the possessor, while the 

possessor receives the genitive case.  

 

Glossary 

aku – v. open 

bei – n. cat 

e – adp. for, benefactive adp. 

geb – adj. big 

gizti – n. that 

hu – v. be afraid – feeling verb 

ji – v. existential verb 

jöe – n. dwelling, house 

ka – adj. good 

kala – n. lynx 

kazi – v. to feel hungry – feeling verb 

keö – ptcl. no 

kyzu – v. know 

la – v. copula 

lhimi – v. say 

lhömy – v. eat 

lon – adp. to 

nohza – n. amphora 

o – adp. under, inside 



ozi – v. ask 

ruö – n. cellar 

somi – v. to believe in, think 

sugu – n. fish 

Tomas – n. Thomas, proper name 

tree – adv. Alone 

u – adp. behind, inside 

uzti – n. what 

y – adp. with, and 


